You will need:

1. Form a shoelace into a figure on a sheet of paper.
2. Draw around the contours with the marker pen.
3. Form more figures until you have filled the sheet.
4. Make your figures ‘move’ by drawing lines next to them.

A SHOELACE
A MARKER PEN
PAPER
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Now it's your turn. We're going to draw shoelace figures. You can do this on your own or with other people in your household.

How do you recognise Keith Haring’s style? Follow the checklist to become a real Keith Haring expert!

X Are the figures drawn in a single continuous line?
X Are the figures lacking a face or other details?
X Are the figures moving?

TIP: Would you rather go big? Grab some pavement chalk and go outside. Lie down on the ground in a cool pose. Get your brother/sister/mum/dad or other member of the household to draw around your body in chalk.

A concept of Mirándolo
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